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MARTIN BROWN – Inspirational Keynote Speaker
Martin Brown delivers business expanding, life-changing,
interactive keynotes that inspire change, challenge thinking
and accelerate personal and professional growth. He is a
master story teller, and Martin has the most amazing story to
tell! Nothing is more compelling than a vivid story that
reminds us of the incredible human potential.
Martin has developed an amazing global business with great
success over the past 15 years, designing and manufacturing
custom-built all-terrain power wheelchairs. Thereafter, relying
fully on his engineering background, combined with his
medical experience, Martin forcefully took charge of
circumstances and began to climb the entrepreneurial ladder
to become the successful, multi award-winning businessman
he is today.
Martin is one of the most powerful inspirational and motivational speakers you will find because he
knows how to stir passion, inspire action and genuinely move people to change. It’s not about
Martin; it’s about you, your client and your audience. He’s passionate about making a
difference and it comes through on and off stage. His commitment is simple: serve you and do
whatever it takes to make your event a home run. Martin broke his neck and became paralysed to
the C4 level, a quadriplegic, and only able to move his head. With a stick in his mouth he has changed
the life of people all around the world.
Martin holds a NTC 5 Mechanical Engineering, NTC Information Technology, Advanced Life Support
Paramedic and is currently studying for a B.Com Entrepreneurship. Martin is a well published and
interviewed entrepreneur that has even shared his innovative concepts on the world renowened
TEDx platform.
His fearless, inspiring and fun approach loosens up your audience, accelerates connection and
deepens inspiration because your audience will be both entertained and engaged. He is a global
innovator and adversity expert whose concepts on business and disruptive forces of life have
changed the views of many a people around the world.
For more information and social media look at the website: www.martinbrown.co.za

We are judged by mainly two things in our lives – our tenacity when we
have lost it all and our attitude when we have it all.
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